
Our XCaaS analytics platform  
delivers unrivaled insights for 
proactive UX and CX optimization.

Keep your XCaaS 
environments performing 
at their best

Optimize customer and user experience 
in real time with VSM’s end-to-end 
diagnostics and interaction insight.

Simplify the management of complex 
communications systems delivering 
today’s customer experiences.

Go beyond simple monitoring with 
proactive fixes and high-level automation 
to resolve technology issues faster, with 
less human intervention.

Track systems resource utilization to 
retire unused capacity, forecast future 
requirements, and reduce costs.

Protect your XCaaS networks with  
Machine Learning & AI powered threat 
awareness capabilities. 

Flawless communication 
for today’s hybrid 

workplace

VSM Everywhere helps you deliver a  
top-notch communications  

experience wherever your  
people are working.

Capture and analyze critical performance 
and technical data in ‘unmanaged’ Work 

From Home (WFH) environments.

Go beyond standard UC performance 
analytics to reach into the home,  

to the devices and connections 
your people are using.

Equip IT support teams with  
data-led insights to ensure  
user experience issues are  

acknowledged and  
fixed quickly.

Unrivaled insights for unified communications, 
contact center, and WFH environments 

Keep your employees  
happy and productive 

VSM provides AI-powered 
intelligence to track and manage 
the quality of your communications 
and the wellbeing of your 
employees everywhere they work. 

Deliver customer experiences 
that customers expect

Understand the entire customer 
calling experience end-to-end.  
With VSM reports you can 
proactively improve customer 
experience.

Manage smarter with full  
stack data-driven insights  
and optimization 

Diagnose and act decisively with 
at-a-glance views of applications, 
communications systems,  
call quality, escalation, reporting,  
and customer interaction.

Enhance your troubleshooting 
capabilities 

VSM processes 12+ billion 
interactions with Machine Learning 
& AI from thousands of sites globally 
every month, providing category- 
leading interaction insight and 
troubleshooting capabilities. 

Visit virsae.com
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Full stack, end-to-end CX & UX analytics with VSM Everywhere


